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and some consideration of Maxwe11s equations. Section III will
present a similar development of a transport equation for pho
tons. In Section IV some of the implications of these balance
relations for the thermodynamic state of the plasma will be ex
amined. In particular, an H—theorem for the particle—photon sys
tem will be sketched.
I. The Axioms
The axioms required for the description of systems of the type
presently under discussion are usually considered to be of two
kinds. The first of these is for the purpose of specifying the
dynamics of the interactions between the particles that comprise
the plasma, whereas the second is for the purpose of introducing
statistical concepts into a description of a system characterized
by a huge number of degrees of freedom. The dynamical axiom is
conveniently expressed in terms of a Hamiltonian for the system;
from which, according to the canonical equations, whether classi
cally or quantum mechanically interpreted, all information may
be deduced. Since we are here concerned with electrodynamics,
we may expect that the dynamical axiom will be reasonably firm
and non—controversial at least within certain self—evident
limitations such as, for example, non—relativistic treatment of
the particles.
The statistical axiom is usually introduced via the concept
of ensembles of systems, in terms of which the probability of



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































[A3 (), 9 (_ = (-1L),
all other quantities commuting or anti—commuting. The particle
field operators satisfy anti—commutation or commutation rules de
pending upon whether they represent Fermions or Bosons. This dis
tinction is expected to be of no importance for the non—degenerate
plasma, but will be maintained for the sake of generality and be
cause it introduces no appreciable complication. It should be
noted in passing that we are treating all particle field operators
as scalars, and hence are introducing an inconsistency in princi
ple whenever anti—commutation rules are presumed applicable (as
for example they are for the electrons) . Such a treatment is
hardly necessary, but entails so little loss of generality in
the non—relativistic treatment of the plasma that it seems war
ranted by the slight calculational simplification that it pro
vides. Thus spin effects will be absent here, e.g., forces ex
erted on electrons due to coupling of electron spins with iñ













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































where the coefficients in the expansion are determined by
(X, ) =fd3x (X, ,x) G ( ) (10)





(r,w,) c9(Z,K,) = (12)
Consider the expansion of the field operator, ()




The coefficients; Qt(X,K) and , are the creation and
destruction operators for particles of kind Q having momentum
K in the cube centered at Z respectively. They satisfy the
usual commutation rules, e.g.,
—9—
Q
The number operator for these particles is given by
= (15)
We then define a distribution function for particles of the G th
kind by
P(X,.,t) L3Tr e(L)D(t), 16)




The factor, L3, was included in the definition of so that it
would have the meaning of a volume average of the expected number
of particles of kind having momentum K in the cube
centered at K at time t.
The distribution function for the photons is defined in a
wholly analogous fashion. Let and jx,A)
be the c. and d. operators for photons of polarization A having
momentum A in the cube about Then
—10—
(YK) t(xK)7) 18
is the number operator for these photons, and
-L3T,(x)K)Dft) (19)
is the definition of the corresponding distribution function. Of
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cell. Conversely, appears mainly in V along with the coulomb
energy associated with particles in the same cell. Note that that
part of the kinetic energy which is proportional to is
incorporated into V This is because in the present treatment
these terms give rise to no time variation of but rather
define the energies of the states between which particles jump
during collisions.
A word of caution here. No attempt should be made to give
a physical interpretation to the various terms arising from the
expansion of parts of the Hamiltonian in terms of the cell func
tions. This expansion should be regarded as a purely formal




where “s’ is some small, but finite (thus we are “coarse—graining”
in time also) time interval. The bounds on this time interval will
be at least partially illuminated below, but at the moment we may
surmise that it is small compared to the time required for a typi
cal particle described by P0. to cross a cell and large compared
to collision times. By virtue of equation (17) we have










































































































































































































































































































If the external fields were not time dependent we would have
Cs) e sT / (34)
Since in general they are, the solution (34) is only approximate,
but will be a good approximation if they do not vary appreciably
over time intervals of the order of “se’. That this is the case
will be assumed in the following. The factor is expanded
in a power series in ‘s” and only the zeroth and first order terms
retained, yielding
P (X, t+s) L31r P(s) D(t)Ps)
(35)
L3 T- p( ic’) T(s) 0 (t)P
t(5)
Because of (32), the first term on the right-hand—side may be fur
ther approximated by neglecting the s-dependence of P . We
then have
P (K tts) L3T [T,( D (t) L 3Tr (W) Ta(s) Dft)P). (36)
In a representation which diagonalizes the operator
the right—hand-side of equation (36) becomes
L3Tr pPD Pt L3
anfrl InI0nn (37)
(Terms proportional to off—diagonal elements of D)
—18—
We will ignore the contribution of the terms involving the
off—Diagonal elements of the density matrix ifl such an event
equation (37) becomes
L3 TrP DT2 L3 iJP+
where the prime on the sum symbol implies that terms for which
= n are to be omitted-from the sum By virtue of the unitarity
of P we have
I ij 1 — I
so that (38) may again be rewritten as
L3TPDT (4°)
i-rn











The evaluation to be presented here of the commutator in
equation (41) is quite straightforward., though tedious and subject
to several approximations, Hence we shall merely give the result
and discuss the approximations. With the identification of the
first term on the lefthand—side of (41) as the partial time






— e2 J< (45)
2wa.Ca dX
-e0 ° àXJ
— L Z (p.0 —
Here we have introduced the momentum, P K and the symbol,
to represent the electrostatic potential in the cell
about K due to all charged particles outside of that cell, i.e.,
V() ej[1-E(xx)]T )] (46)
—20—
Because of the gradients appearing in the expression for T, one
finds contributions to equation (45) which are roughly interpreta
ble as describing a flow of particles between cells accompanied
by momentum changes which are independent of the forces acting
on the particles. More accurately8 these terms arise as a conse
quence of the localization of the particles in regions of dimen
sion L, which introduces an uncertainty in their momentum of
order . These terms have been ignored, and therefore
equation (45) is valid, only for those densities representing parti
cles with momenta large compared to i.e., particles
with De Broglie wave lengths small compared to L. Another approxi
mation implicit in equation (45) is the replacement of products
of averages by averages of products. This approximation is stan
dard in the derivation of the Vlasov equation, which indeed is
what we have if we set the right—hand-side of (45) equal to zero.
Finally we have further approximated here by the assumption that
the fields, R, , and V are i! ufici€ntly slowly varying
in space that within a given cell they may be Taylor-expanded
about the center of the cell and only the first two terms retained.
This assumption has also been made with respect to the density
itself.
The reduction of the right-hand-side of equation (45) to more
or less familiar terms requires first of all a calculation of the
elements of the matrix, T . The analysis required to this end
is summarized in equations (42) , (32) , (31) (22) and (21) A
desirable first step i the rewriting of equation (22) in more
immediately useful and directly interpretable terms. Introducing
the decomposition, P = + P5, and the expansions,
A /*(XJ),tJ) (47a)
p /1q (i, )?9 (Z, V) (47b)



















































































































































I (Z, 2rS(-X14)-&(x-I-’)} 50c
The s are the unit, orthogonal polarization vectors of the
photon field.
The first term in the decomposition of VP consists of the in
finite zero point energy of the photon field (which will henceforth
be ignored), the energy of the photons which is proportional to
the photon density only, the energy of the particles (including a
self-’energy due to interaction with the radiation field which will
also be ignored) which is proportional to the particle density only
and an energy proportional to both the particle and photon den-’
sities——but only the spatial density of the particles. This
last term is perhaps most conveniently incorporated into the energy
of the “free” photons with consequences to be touched on later
and discussed elsewhere20 10) In the calculation of the right-’
hand-side of equation (45) we shall employ a representation which
diagonalizes the particle and photon densities; thus, the term
P
C in V defines the energies of the states between which par
tides undergo transitions during collisions. The second term
in V (Le., T ) consists of that part of the energy of the
photon field which is associated with photon flow between cells
as w&ll be seen in a later section. The term V0 describes the
coulomb interaction between charged particles in the same cell0
—25—
Onephoton emission and absorption processes are accounted for by
the term, whereas the termd figures in the calculation of
photon-partic1e scattering. The last term (X) consists of the
remainder of and to the level of approximation to be considered
herein will be ignored henceforth.
If, in equation (31). we set = I and in accordance with the
above remarks ignore the terms in VP which contain the explicitly
tirne—déprident external fields, we find that
(51)
The effect of these approximations is to remove environmental
influences upon closely associated particles during intervals in
which their interaction is to be described in terms of collisions,
and,iflthe present discussion4wewil1 accept the approximations
inherent in (51),
In such an event, the transition probability per unit time
(42) is conveniently approximated by
(52)
÷ 1- ‘i ‘° a
)
—26—
Abbreviating the lefthandside of equation (45) as Lt







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Z (& - c (A ;,
(55)
3
L Ye. (,a-ç —
+
The choice of sign in the factors (1—n) depends upon whether the
particles whose number is represented by n are bosons or fermions
These factors appear in our balance relation because of the depen
dence of reaction rates upon the densities of particles or photons
in the final states, In particular, if the particles are fermions
(eg, electrons) so that the factors are of the form (i—n) and
the only allowed values of n are 0 and 1, we see that transitions
to occupied states are forbidden as must be ‘the case because of
the exclusion principle. However, as indicated earlier, we
should not expect this dependence of reaction rates upon the den
sity of particles in final states to be significant in the non
degenerate plasma (a system in which the number of available states
The direct, formal evaluation of the occupation number sums
appearing in (53) leads to the introduction of higher order densi
ties (higher order than the singlet density. eg., doublet, trip
let, and quartet densities) into the balance relation, To circum
vent this complication at this point, we resort again tth approx
imation of replacing averages of products by products of averages——
bearing in mind that the average of an (or an r )
with respect to the density matrix D is just the singlet density.
for particles of kind ci having momentum .K (or for photons of
polarization 7, and momentum Ic) multiplied by the cell volume,
3
• If we further assume t1-.t the wave lengths of the particles
and photons described by the various distribution functions are
very small compared to L, we may go to the continuum in momentum
space according to
P(X1i<t)= F:(x1Içt)c’3w= (i.Et)cQ?. (56)
= 1(X,)dLQxL
We then find that equation (53) may be written as
(t)
=
(x) E (t)[(2rr,i!(Y1)][(2)tFX,t 3










(x)1 (1;ap( ?] (57)





- F(Xt)j[(2)- (LWJ c(Lt)










The transition probabilities for elastic and inelastic charged
particle scattering are not so conveniently expressed in the pre
sent instance. However, if one makes the approximation
(w-” K’2fE() -(KYE.
ddl I ‘I )&(- -i LI(L,’)
formulas for these probabilities may be exhibited as
4a(=(‘2ii) P (eQ.ecj.,)z














ap t — op
(x) ‘(Ep+ E0
The photonparticie scattering frequency consists of the Thomson
cross—section ( as is readily demonstrated by averaging over
photon polarization states) and appropriate energy and momentum
conserving delta functions The charged particle elastic scatter
ing frequency is not quite conventional in that it does not con
tam the usual Rutherford crosssection because of the restrictions
on the integrals indicated in equation (59) The same remark
applies to the inelastic scattering frequency (60b) which if the
indicated restriction is removed and a nondegenerate system is
assumed, is the usual non=relativistic Born—approximation to the
bremsstrahlung frequency
—33—
Finally, it is convenient and conventional to express the
balance relation (57) in terms of the independent variable




- < >] / (61)
We further identify the electric and magnetic fields responsible





x < > (62b)
Recalling the definition of the operator L, we find that the
balance relation becomes
-÷ v+— E dEcj- (J d
Zfv, d C
(x)[f(V)F (vQ., fl%
( F (j ZfddaMPn(rr/ 0’
57+4 p)) (x) [(v6d()j) (V2])3
() )2 )]f3 +




÷ () i F ()
1(/ c)j(a9(Y3)j
The fields E and H appearing in (63) are a superposition of the
externally applied and a portion of the in•terna1iy generated e1ec
tric and magnetic fields, If we ignore the scattering of parti
des by photons and the inelastic scattering of particles by
particles, and take the classical limit of the terms describing
the elastic scattering of particles by particles, we find that
equation (63) is just the conventional BoSItzman equation with
self—consistent fields. However, as developed here, this equation
seems somewhat hedged by restrictio:ns, which perhaps should he
reviewed at this point.
In the present context these restrictions stem at least par
tially from the seeming necessity for the operations of spatial
and temporal coarse—graining. The operation of spatial
—35—
coarse—graining requires that the distribution functions for the
particles and the fields E and H be essentially constant over an
appropriately chosen volume V. Thus, given V, this puts an ob
vious limitation on the space rates of change of the fields, where—
as given the inhomogeneities of the fields, an upper bound on the
dimensions of V is immediately indicated. Furthermore, the dis
tribution functions are expected to represent the average number
of particles in the volume V (——hence the particles must be. pre
sumed to be localized within V); thus, the least linear dimension
of this volume must be large compared to the DeBroglie wavelength
of the majority of particles of interest. It should be noted that
the collision description of the interaction of closely associated
particles also requires that their DeBroglie wavelengths (actually
their relative DeBroglie wavelengtha) be small compared to any
linear measure of V. Thus, rapid field variations require a
fine—grained average, whereas systems of low—mean-energy—particles
require a coarse—grained average and in some systems these oppos
ing demands may not be met, This is unlikely, however, in the
fully ionized plasma. A serious complication is introduced by
the presence of strong magnetic fields, even if homogeneous.
Evidently, in such a circumstance, it is required that the dimen
sions of the quantization volume must be small compared to the
radius of gyration of the lightest particle of interest in the
system. Otherwise, the employment of the plane wave representa
tion for the particles in V would be unsuitable Finally, the
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Entering this relation into equation (68), and decomposing E and




Note that only enters into the “correlation term” in (73),
since we have already employed assumptions equivalent to the state
ment that
(74)
It is at least intuitively reasonable to argue at this point that
the macroscopic current rnacro’ contributes only to the slowly
varying fields E and H, whereas the “correlation current” contri
butes only to the rapidly varying component of the internal fields.
The latter, however, have already presumably been adequately
accounted for in terms of photon distributions; hence, the only
relevant part of equation (73) is
We now assert that equations (64), (67), and (75) provide an
appropriate description of the self—consistent fields appearing
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































right—hand-side of (76). After considerable straightforward cal
culation, the introduction of various approximations similar to
those outlined for th.e particle case, and making the transition










()3 ÷ ()3 () ()[() - (V
- Z (L d3vQV T0(I,’f1
Oo
(
(vz)31 13tF (V- 4
-42-
This equation is substantially the same as the portions of equa
tion (47) in reference (2) which are relevant to the fully ionized
plasma, except for the absence here of the influence of cyclOtron
radiation on the photon distribution. Th*s deficiency arises
because of the difficulty of using anything but momentum states
for the particles in the context of the cell quantization proce
dure. Though one surmises that the difficulty could be circum
vented (at least in a useful, approximate sense) by the employ
ment of arguments similar to those advanced in reference (2)
the attempt to do so will not be presented here. Thus the issue
of developing a consistent treatment of particle and photon trans
port taking account of collisions in the presence of strong magnetic
fields will be left unresolved for the time being. Note also that
the present discussion takes no account of the dispersive effects
of the medium on photon transport. These effects have been studied
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H Di CD S Di
kinds of interaction between particles and photons on the particle
distributions cannot be ignored.
We now undertake the task of proving an H—Theorem for sys
tems that are not exposed to external fields, that have already
become spatially homogeneous, that exhibit neither internal elec
tric currents nor space charge, but that are still temporally













In these equations we have introduced for compactness the symbols,
and r- —
Employing equations (63) and (77) to eliminate the derivatives of





i[r ± (WJ[r (Y)} [r F ± F (v3)J
(x) j { (i)Fr(Vo)
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At the same time we note that the emission frequency Te incorpor
ates the conservation rules,
E+EVEp =EevEy , ciJ
(82)
pvi€ V V8 * Yh1 + vn. V3
From equations (81) and (82) we may conclude that a general fbDm
for the distributions characteristic of the state of the system
S









In line with the remarks in Section II relative to equation (49a),
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CD CD ft H H 0
tatively noted and not quantitatively evaluated. Thus it is our
opinion that the importance of this work stems from the demonstra
tion that the extensively employed Boltzmann—V.lasov—Maxwell des
cription of the fully ionized plasma is logically deducible in
some sense, and from the sketching of a framework in which the
restrictions on such a description can be investigated in some
detail
wledement
The author is grateful to the Michigan Memorial—Phoenix Project
of The University of Michigan for a grant supporting the prepara—
tion of this paper.
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